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Olin holds first classes,
students, faculty review
ing; all of us gather together to put
it to work for the family."
After the fanfare and ribbon-cut-
ting ceremony, the doors opened to
the first day of classes in the state-
of-the-art building. Some students,
however, were surprised to find that
their classes had been temporarily
relocated toother buildings as work-
ers hurried to install seats in the
lecture halls.
'''rhe building is 98 percent com-
plete," estimated Steve George,
manager of Capital Projects. "We're
still working on purchasing audio!
videoequipmentfortheauditorium.
By NATALIE Hrwr
Fearures Editor
With a dusting of snow blanket-
ing the campus, a sizable group of
faculty, students, staff, and admin-
istration braved the frosty morning
air on Monday to christen the F. W.
Olin Science Center, a seven mil-
lion dollar facility that has been as
many years in the making.
"So many of us have worked to-
gether to make this day possible,"
Claire Gaudiani, president of the
college, said in an address to the
group. ''Today is the family open-
Political Correctness debate
resurfaces as students react to
comedian Larry Myles
BY MICHEUE RONAYNE perform, many were offended by
A&E EdiloT the material used inMyles' routine.
Flfst there was the uproar over Students expressed their dismay
Chivas Clem's senior art exhibit both during and after the perfor-
''Reservation 1993" which featured mance.
hate speech, then Marie Martin in- In the course of Myles' perfor-
stituted gender neutral language in mance, students werevocal in their
her Psychology 101 course last fall, responses to what the comedian
and now many students are raising describes in his resume as his
their voices in concern over a com- "unique brand of stand-up comedy."
edy performance held this week- At one point when the comedian
end. claimed, "Ihave a hard time staying
Jokes about sensitive subject in relationships," a female audi-
matter aroused negative reactions ence member retorted "I wonder
from some of thestudents attend- why!" and at another point an audi-
ing Comedy Night at the opening ence member called him a "bas-
day of the Camel Club this Friday. lard."
ComedianLarryMylespresented These students found the subject
the campus with material covering matter of the jokes inappropriate.
topics such as women and his rela- However. there were responses on
tionships, and homosexuality. both sides. "I thought he was funny
While most students enjoyed and I was pissed off that the girls in
Julie Barr, the fIrst comedienne to the middle were heckling him ...
We decided we need to buy higher
quality products for certain compo-
nents, and we'll be installing those
by March I."
"We'll be receiving the [new 20-
inch reflecting] telescope in late
March," George said, adding that
two small labs in the basement,
housing an accelerator and a laser,
will be fmished next summer. "It's
an extremely positive move for
physics," said Professor Michael
Mance. "Ail you have to do is walk
through Bill Hall to see the differ-
ence."
"It was a bit of a rush to get the
building open for classes," admit-
tedMonce. Over winter break, some
science majors worked with physi-
cal plant and an outside moving
company to get the departments
. ready for students while workers
fmished up on the interior desigu.
Peter Siver, professor of botany,
seems equally pleased with \he
move. "1 think we're going to be
really happy with the building, and
by Rid StrattottJP1to1.oEditor
The Olin Science Center opened with the first week or classes.
I think the students will be too," be
commented.
Though the building is opera-
tional and its engineers are very
pleased with the outcome, the crit-
ics whose opinions matter most are
thosewhowillbelearningandwork-
ing in it. Faculty' and stndents are
Iindin&""""" \h\.ulJ,S Inbemore_-
isfactory than others after.their flfst
week in Olin. "We're developing a
needs and wants list, which you
always have at theendof aproject,"
said George. "We're working on
that right now."
While some stndent complaints
are as small as the color scheme of
~ interior, othe.rs find more seri-
. ous design flaws. "My buudoesn'l
e~ f''L\.m. \.\vJ!sescms.. '''6Uke. '\Dwte
taIJpeopJeinihem, "saidjuniorAly
SuOli"p.4
Student Activites Budget.
receives correct funding
By JENNY BARRON
Associate News Editor
Members of the Finance Com-
mittee, responsible for developing
a budgetforcarnpus clubs and orga-
nizations, learned at the end of last
semester that they would have ap-
proximately $15,000 more to allo-
cate.
Ryan Poirier, SGA vice-presi-
dent and chair of the Finance Com-
mittee, said that even after the news
of the increased size of the budget
began to circulate, students' still
wanted the budgets of some organi-
zations to be cut.
"What we will do is talk about
each organization and decide
whether or not we want to look at it
in depth ... we will still most likely
need to take money from some or-
ganization because those are the
suggestions we have been geuing
from students, SGA. and the phone
line," said Poirier.
The first budget was failed by the
Student Government Association in
the fall, and the second budget pro-
posal failed a campus-wide refer-
endum after the SGA passed it. The
budget must pass both bodies in
order to be enacted.
Last year, the SGA agreed to di-
rectapproximately 15percent of its
Student Activities Budget to the
college's operating budget, accord-
ing to Poirier.
This year the college's acting
controller, Beverly McMillen, who
had never calculated student activi-
ties funds before, said shewithdrew
the 15 percent of the total allocation
.again as a result of a miscommuni-
cation. As a result, the Student Ac-
tivities Budget will receive an
extra nine dollars per student, ac-
cording to Poirier.
In addition, McMillen's estima-
tion for the funds thai students con-
tribute for health insurance turned
out to be three dollars more than
necessary. These two factors in-
creased the funds thai are taken
from each student's tuition for stu-
dent activities from $135 to $147,
according to Poirier. Poirier hopes
that a new budget will be presented
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to the SGA by February 16.
Clubs and organizations will con-
tinue to deficit spend-as long as
their expenditures are approved by
the Student Organization Fund,
which approves all of the checks
written by student-run organiza-
lions.
"If the budget doesn't pass by
spring break, we're going to have to
freeze accounts," said Poirier.
Afier the budget failed the earn- .
pus-wide referendum, three mem-
bers of the Finance Committee re-
signed from their positions: Sonia
Shah, memberatlarge; DanTraum,
house senator of Branford; and
CharmaineServis,memberatIarge.
Alex Cote, house senaror of
Blackstone, waselecredbytheSGA
as one replacement. Elsa Drum,
SGA parliamentarian, was ap-
pointed to the finance committee as
a non-voting member in order to
facilitate the process.
Elections for the final twoof eight
voting positions will be held for
students at large at the next SGA
assembly meeting.
g sv·W %
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CONNThought
Resources are available for campus
activities, if studen~ r~~~ate!!~!!~gh!?n~~~o
As the school year progresses, it seems like m07 a,; I'::,~uld like to respond that it is not SAC, or student clubs
on campus for fun and entertainment To thi~~om~~a~lt of the entire student body!
who are to blame for this sorry phenomena, It I~. that take place at Connecticut College. These events are all
Each week. there are literally doze~s of acttvltles , on your voice mail message system, and inThe Voice,
advertised on posters around campus, In the COmJnThumcat:;'m is not so much that nothing is happening, as it is that
How then can there be nothing to do on campus? e pro e, ' ts
th tic to attend the existing even .
students are often too lazy or too apa, e 'lace on campus are "just not their type of events," but this is
Many may argue that the events which are taking p . tely $16 000 allocated to SAC for Co-Sponsorship
I se This year there Will be approXlma ,
an absolute y poor excu '. ' 'I db Y student(s on campus wishing to run a campus-wide
program. This is money which can be essential HYuse Eya; wment which will help the college community make
F rth there are programs such as uman no, 1 d ..event. u ermore", lit Th se programs have been unquestionab y un erutilized by
"one time purchases" m order to improve campus e. e
the entire campus! "th's campuswho will bend over backwards to help you plan,
TIl' there are people and orgaruzatrons on lEd
ISyear, , " • . us What is even better is the fact that groups like SAC, Human n owrnent,
create, and/or run aeuviues on camp 'th H C cils and even the College President's office will give you
the four classes, the H~use Governors, e ouse th?un going 'With all this money and help available it is obvious
suggestions and financial sup~rt necthe.ssarytO
d
get I:;SpUS is iliat the e~tire student body is too indifferent to do
that the only reason that there IS no LOgto 0 on c _
anything about it. I h b r e that there is nothing to do on campus, it is your own fault!
In short, if you are one of thosdepeop e w
f
tho e lev rous programs that Connecticut College has to offer. Either
Obviously, you have not taken a vantage 0 e nume. IT
attend the present programs, create events with the college's available resources, or SHUT .
Ted Svehllk
Class of1997 ,
Help! Connecticut College really
needs to start laughing again ., ..,
Last week, in the mail, I received a clipping of a Sean Hanlon Viewpoint piece ( Assert your VI~WS10~~ VOIce.
I 1122), and was pleased to see this young man pay homage to the fine, thoughtful, and witty wntmg that
once-upon-a-time used to appear in the column still known as "Schmoozi~g. "While [have to thoroughly God bless
Sean for remembering the salad' days of "Schmoozing," as well as trying to get you Camels off your B:mana
Republic-clad keisters, his letter alerted me to atroubling phenomena that seems t~ have developed at Conn WIthout
anyone really putting a finger on it, You see; if Mr. Hanlon's words are any Indication, and you students are actually
)'earning toe the surs people who graduated over one year ago created. then here's the big problem: Connecticut
College is in desperate need of a campus smart-ass. '
Let'S get this straight, though. I'm not suggesting someone needs to be standing up in the middle of Harris and
shooting Jello "out their nostrils; nor am Isuggesting that someone needs to be cupping their hand underneath their
armpit and making farting noises during class. Although, come to think of it, I'll bet if they were loud enough.and
you quickly pointed to the person sitting ne,!'t to you, those fatting noises ntight be pretty dam entertaining. But back
to the Point. Forget whoopee cushions, electric hand buzzers, putting shoe polish on the telescope's eyepiece, or
placing a phony doggie doody in Cro. Conn needs someone to step forward and, ona weekly basis, write something
sarcastic, smart, critical, and most of all funny, somewhere on campus: be it in the Voice, Blats, or on a piece of
paper posted in the mailroom. .
Don't get me wrong, I do understand where you of the lethargic, apathetic many are coming from -- it's not like
you don't know how many problems there are in the world outside of Conn' s well-groomed grounds, But hey, in
case you forgot, here's a small one Ijust witnessed. While I have been sitting here on a bench alongside the main
drag of Small Town, Midwestern Hell-Hole, U.S.A. writing this leller, a young man in a lowslung pickup - replete
with purple, ultraviolet underlighting and "Dr. Funkenstien" decal - rolled down his window; and as the
bowel-busting bass of his rap music rumbled across the asphalt, his arm extended outward,and he confidently
flipped me the bird. '
Can wedo anything about world problems like bird-flipping anymore? They're just small indicators of how both
our society and our planet are dying Slow and ntiserable deaths When you drive through Groton with the windows
rolled down - right past Pfizer and General Dynamics - and take a big whiff, you're reminded of this fact. Yep, .
this country stinks about as bad as the second-floor bathroom of Morrison on a dank Sunday evening. And
unfortunately, every time we tum on the ignition in our car, throw out our trash, buy a Disney product, or go to a
Corey Haim movie, we're just encouraging the Earth's decline. But we can't help it; we're Americans, It's what
we do best.
I mean, I guess we twenty-somethings could all get really motivated for some positive change, like at the same
time, or something. Kind of like we did at Pepsi's! Chrysler's/Sony's Woodstock '94 - except that we wouldn't
be listening to grunge, we'd be, like, doing stuff. But who am I kidding, Melrose is on at 7:00. We're busy,
However, I didn't write this letter to condone apathy. (I'm actually kind of making fun of it, I think.) I'm writing
to implore someone on that campus to step forward as a smart-ass. For twenty-three grand a year and four years
at an accredited college without a footl}allteam and a bar without ljIlY decorations, you kids deserve a few laugbs.
And with a quality campus smart-ass fmnly in place, you of the inspirationally-challenged still won't have to do
a single thing. You can sit back, let your folks pay the tuition, and just laugh yourself numb as the very corporations
they work for run the human race into the ground. Well, I guess you could gorge yourself on booze and late-nights
at Rosie's, but from lbe looks of my alumni friends, that isn't such a great idea.
Uniting behind a campus smart-ass is the ethical solution to everyone's problems -it's fun tile whole campus can
enjoy. The Republicans haven't ':'!'en a "Say 'No' To Laughter" or "Dare To Keep Your Kids Off Laughter" suund.
.. yet. And as far as I know, laughing is stilllegal in every state except Utah. I know for a fact that it's legal in MysllC
until 10 p.m.
So, while it's sti1llegal, and before some sour group on campus finds a way to stigm~tize it with a colored lapel
ribbon or a woeful candlelight seance, find a campns smart. ass and start laughing. It's your right as an American
college student. You see, that's the second point of my letter. (The nrst point was, I guess, to tell you to "get~P
off your ass and do something.") Find someone on that campus who can make you laugh, because as far as I can
tell, nobody' s getting it done. And sure, maybe this letter isn't either, but I don't care; I already graduated andhave
nothing to laugh about - except the fact that Jeff Bennan is going to be a lawyer and Ken Widmann is a already
a teacher, which is hysteric~, It's up to you now, So good luck. and God save the blue and white,
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Viewpoint
Student remembers Auschwitz liberation
January 1995 marks the 50th anniversary of the Red Army's
liberation of Auschwitz, the Nazi death' camp, in Oswiecim,
Poland - a small town located outside of Krakow. As World
War IT was winding down in 1945 and the soldiers started
liberating the extermination camps, the-world was confronted
with the inhumane realities of Hiller's "Final Solution" - the
massacre of the European Jewry. Although Auschwitz was
the largest Nazi concentration camp, where more than four
million people once lived, nothing remains of their existence
as their bones and ashes were scattered by the wind long ago.
Auschwitz, the site of Dr. JosefMengele's monstrous medical
experiments, was one of the many Nazi concentration camps
where innocent victims perished in the gas chambers or died
form torture, starvation, and disease. Now, as a result afthis
symbolic date, stories about the significance of Auschwitz are
prominent in the media, ranging from the untold terror expe-
riences of the survivors to the Germans coming to terms with
the most atrocious chapter in their history. In addition,
survivors are presently meeting at the camp in Poland to honor
the Jewish suffering and face the memory of the most horrific
Nazi concentration camp in Europe and the site of the largest
mass killing in history.
During this past month, I have been reflecting on my visit
to Auschwitz last summer while backpacking through Eastern
Europe with a friend. Arriving at the camp on a beautiful
summer day, I immediately felt like I had encountered a
massive amusement park as numerous vendors were selling
everything from ice cream to hot clogs; ironically, everyone
walking around the grounds was munching on something.
While the parking lot was filled with brightly colored buses
and cars, people were sunbathing on the grass; the old
barracks, a large tourist attraction, now house a hotel. The
horrendous living condition and the magnitude of suffering
of Auschwitz has disappeared and been replaced by a gallery
of photos, documents and films. The camp museum, neat,
efficient and small, made me feel as if I were visiting another
historical museum in Europe. Although much of Auschwitz
is still intact, the camp is now orderly and antiseptic.
The tourists that visit the site of Auschwitz today
have nomeans for fully comprebending the misery and de-
spair of its victims. How can this camp, with its blooming
landscape and brightly colored leaves, accurately depict the
horror of the life or death sentence, the evil of the SS, the
smell of the burning bodies, or the sight of the smoke from the
gas chambers? While many barracks contain confiscated
possessions, such as hair, combs, dentures and artificial
limbs, the core, the substance of the Holocaust - the daily
camp life has disappeared. Auschwitz today, like Disney
World, is simply another tourist attraction. In an effort to
memorialize the concentration camp, we may have lost sight
of the intensity of suffering and anguish the occurred there;
how can we prevent the commercializing of reality in our
attempts to create a physical shrine? As Auschwitz epito-
mizes the horror of the Nazi's crimes from over fifty years
ago, how can the preservation of memory come close to the
actual suffering and misery? I was extremely disappointed
by my trip to Auschwitz; I was left feeling that the core of the
experience was a replica of a tourist attraction as my visit
raised questions on the gap between re-creation and reality.
However, I still believe that it is important that the site of
Auschwitz remain as a tribute to those who suffered and died
there.
Rebecca Rosen
Class of 1995
Now YOU CAN WORK FOR THE
NEWSPAPER, THE ARTS
MAGAZINE, OR THE NEW RADIO
NEWS SHOW!
Interested? Questions? Call India Hopper at X 2841 or X 4798
January 31,1995
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Sale of paddle court meets with opposition
sale of the court. He said that it was
his underslll/lding that only a hand-
ful of small liberal arts colleges
maintain paddle tennis courts, and
while he understood that this was
one of the reasons that the college
felt thai it could part with the courts,
he viewed it instead as a reason for
keeping them.
"If it is something that sets us
apart, then [ don't think we should
get rid of it," said Mendez.
loch Manzella, another senior
who is angered at the sale of the
paddle court, said that while it is
true that few students use the paddle
court, it is also true that the school
neither offers playing equipment
nor classes in the sport. So, while
there are many students and faculty
members who play racquet sports
and might enjoy paddle tennis, it is
not as accessible to them as rac-
quetball, squash, or regular tenni
Manzel1a suggested that it wo.:ti
lake liuIe for the school to faciJilale
interest in the sport.
"For a minimal amount you could
purchase paddles and a ba11 and
keep it at the Info desk," said
Manzel1a.
The sale is final, and the court is
to be removed soon.
students interested in athletics, not
merely varsity players or inter-coUe-
giate athIeleS, discusses many issues
which are not directly related to in-
ter-coilegiaieathietics, including in-
tramural sports, recreation, and
physical education. '1t has been a
voice for needs other than needs that
serveinler-col1egiateathleleS ... these
are students thai happen to be inter-
col1egiate athletes,"
Mendez said that he felt uncom-
fortable with the student athletes on
the Athletic Advisory Board being
the major source of input from stu-
dents on the sale.
"It's like asking the Board about
people who jog on campus they don't
. know about it," said Mendez.
Mendez and other students upset
at the sale feel that the col1ege is
losing something distinctive with the
the summer, but decided to wait
until the fall semester began so thai
.studenlS would not be surprised.
Senior Nigel Mendez is a fre-
quent paddle tennis player who is
upset at the saleof thecourt. He said
hef~ out that the court had been
sold only a few days before winter
break, and talked to Malekoff soon
after that,
Marinell Yoders, SG A president,
announced at last Thursday's SGA
Assembly meeting that the funds
from the sale had been used 10 pur-
chase two new stepping machines
for the Athletic Center.
Malekoff acknowledged that, in
discussing the potential sale with
students and faculty members, a
few answered that they were not in
favor of the sale of the court. How-
ever, said Malekoff, "You have to
realize ... you have three other
racquet sport options at the col1ege,
limited use [of the paddle courts],
and something which seems to serve
a small constituency."
"I don't think if two people pro-
lest this, you don 't stop it if it would
affect thousands of people,"
Malekoff continued.
Mendez said he was concerned
that ~alekoffhad not gone through
the appropriate col1egial channels
when he approved the sale of the
courts. Although the Athletic Advi-
sory Board was consulted about the
effect o{ the sale o{ the facility
Mendez said that the Board, which
he believed mostly consisted of var-
sity sport players, should not have
been the only means by which the
student body was consulted.
Malekoff said that the Advisory
Board, which he said consists of
By APIuL 0N0is
£djJ(J<' -in-ClUef
Although it remains on campus,
the paddle COWl outside era was
sold two years ago. The sale did not
come to light, however, until JUS!
before wimer break when some
paddle tennis players discovered it
would be removed soon.
Sevetal students have expressed
dismay over the sale, saying they
are angry thai the court was sold
wilhout a thorough enough investi-
gation of the amount of use it re-
ceives and without making the sale
known 10 the campus at large.
According to Malekoff, director
of athletics, a buyer approached him
two years ago, offering a sum of
$5,000 for the courts, which can be
removed intact from campus. He
said that he did not make a definite
decision at the time. but rather
brought the matter up in discussion
with the Athletic Advisory Board.
"I tried toget as much informa-
tion as I could," said Malekoff. "It
seemed that the use of the court was
quite limited,"
MaIekoff said that the decisilJn to
sel1 the court, which was made in
consultation with Lyon Brooks, vice
president for finance, was made on
the basis of several factors, includ-
ing thecostof maintaining the court,
whicb regu1ar\~ needs resurfacing,
an.d \he G.ua\\.\~ ot \he remo"a\
servicewhich would beprovided by
the buyer.
Malekoff said that if he could
change one thing about the sale, it
would be to publicize the sale so
that more people would be aware of
iL He added, however, thathecould
have had the court removed over
204 Sturtevant St.
Norwichtown
889-1150
223 Thames Street r=~!'"
Groton
445-5276
.sHO~
Specializing In:
freshly made Pasta and Pasta Accompanlmenn
EnJoy Lunch or Pinner everyday inside or on our Peck or rake
, - HOme a pound of our Pasta and one of our own Sauces.
V01ED 8m VALUE IN NEW LONDON COUNTY
*1993..1992£1991 READERS' CHOICE
AWARD-CONNECTICUT MAGAZINE
TAKE OUT MENU • WHOLESALE • CATERING'
Enter the world of WALL STREET, Corporate Law and the Financial Industry
SEQOlin
COfllinwdfrom p.l
McKnight of the lecture hall. "It's
like they crammed as many seats in
there as possible without regard for
students' comfort. And the lab
benches are really uncomfortable"
McKnight continued. "I can't fit
my knees under them and my thighs
are aJI bruised up,"
McKnight said that a lot of stu-
dents have the same complaints. "It
seems like the last details were re-
aJly rushed through," she contin-
ued. 'Like, the windows in the labs
"?youeau see is sky ifyou're unde;
SIX feel."
Hillary Hanscom, a sophomore,
thinks that there aren't enough win-
dows. She also commented that,
''The fume hoods are rea11y loud; it
sounds like an airplane is above you
when they're runni.ng, b~lwe can't
reaUy tum them off."
.Most of the problems that in-
structors mentioned dealt with un-
finished classrooms. Many had
hoped that pull-down projector
screens would be in place when
classes started, but those are on
order. "My lake on one classroom is
thai they just haven't finished it
yet," said Siver. "I know it's in the
works."
"There are some-problems we'~
going to work on; as you move in
and start living in a building, you
can. count on a number of bugs,
that s normal. Some things are ob-
VIOUS before you start, others be-
comeobviousas you continue work-
ing,". Monee said. One such prob-
lem he has experienced in teaching
IS that the rolling demonstration
tables in his lab are too small for
him to do an experiment. "I moved
a cafeteria table in to have enough
room."
Many of these oversights and
needs will be paid [or by extra funds
rese~ed for such spending, George
said, We have $125,000 in contin-
gency money which we're just now
approaching," he explained. ''The
project is on budget and wiJI not run
over."
O~erall, students, staff and ad-
m~mstratJ.on seem to bevery pleased
With the science center, according
toGeorge. The new space and equip-
ment are great assets 10 all depart-
ments. "It's state-of-the-anin terms
of all forms of data transmission
It's ~e nicest building I've eve;
built, said George. "We will con-
tmue to polish and prepare it with
ale Lalga fUr bCilig pekrUL by Apt II
Internships
Sponsors for Educational Opportunity (SEO) offers motivated
college men and women of color a dynamic introduction to the
world's leading firms through summer internships in: .
ACCOUNTING
CORPORATE LAW
INVESTMENT BANKING
ASSET MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
Please attend the INFORMATION SESSION on:
February 1, 1995 7:00pm
Unity House, 270 Mohegan Avenue
Connecticut College
9, the tentative date for the formal
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people were way too sensitive," said fresh-
man Alec Todd.
"He dealt with issues thatarerouchy on this
campus ... I wouldn't say that it was because
of political correctness, it wasjust poor taste,"
said MicheUe Fortin, a senior who attended
the event. .. •
"I believe if a comedian is coming, he
should research his audience... politically
correct isn't what comes to mind ... people are
just more open minded and accepting of
differences here ... people don't tolerate that
kind of humor here," said senior Kirstin
Howard.
There seem to he a number of people, with
both positive and negative reactions toMyles'
act, who attribute the dismay of the audience
to an atmosphere of political correctness at
the college.
"Even in a comedic environment we are
critical and analytical ... it is hard for us tojust
sit hack and laugh ... [itis] exactly because of
our politically correct atmosphere that we
have a more critical and analytical mindset.
He just didn't know his audience ... it wasn't
his fault," said Winn Keaten, a senior.
Todd agreed that the audience's reaction
was indicative an atmosphere of political
correctness at the college. "A good amount of
the negative reaction was because the mate-
rial wasn't politically correct," he said.
Many of thejokes were about-women. The
comedian made jokes about his own relation-
ships with women aswell as the new "wortder
bra." Some members of the audience found
these jokes offensive to women. In addition,
many did not appreciate his reference to
females as "girls."
"He was going places he had no right going
... you have DOright making fUDunless you
have a hand in it ...jokes relating to women
was fueling the fire. objectifying women.
The entire audience seemed more uncom- .
fortablethan aroused:' saidsophomoreRachel
Howell.
She added, "[The negative reaction] was
definitely due to political correctness ... he
should have realized that a college would not
be the right atmosphere for that typeof humor
... I don't know if they would even be amus-
ing anywhere else."
Freshman Sonia Shah believed that many'
who were critical of the performance were
being too sensitive. "Both comedians were
excellent, and if we relaxed a little we would
have laughed ... there was no need to be so
uptight."
'There were a fewjokes that maybe went
too far... but he was generally funny ...when
you start heckling a guy in the middle of the
performance it really ruins it:; said Todd.
"He definitely lost steam and confidence
when the people had a negative reaction,"
added Shah.
The campus debate over speech continues.
While many are against jokes that "go too
far", others seem to feel that the issue of
political correctness itself may indeed have
gone too far. The latest incident raises ques-
tions about whether a comedian or any other
artist should change his regular material to
suit the "atmosphere," at the college or,
Comedian Larry Myles, native of MaJsachusetts, offended some with his humor last Friday night.
whether it is themembers of the community,
asShah andTodd suggest, who areheing "too
sensitive" and must allow others the right to
free expression.
Perhaps, as many students have said they
hope, the reaction to the comedy routine will
be the impetus for the campus to engage in a
dialogue that strikes at the heart of the is-
sue-the right to free speech.
,.
Don't Let Food Ruin A Fdendshlp.
Your friends want pizza. You want something different. This is a problem that wasn't covered in the ''Negotiation & Contlict
Resolution" workshop. How do you solve this dilemma? It's as easy as picking up the phone and calling Domino's. Domino's
has something for everyone - even those with lactose intolerance. Pleasing distinct palate has never been easier- or more
affordable - than with this special offer:
GET TWO 6" SUBS plus TEN BUFFALO WINGS
for oDly $9. 50 plus tax,
r-fhursday-·-lrF;id;;;a~;p;Jrsa~;rd;y-s:;;lrs:;d:;~
I • II . II liS;:' I
I I I 3 Large Cheese Plzzasl I Deal II uper I
I Free I I 2 Liters of Coke I I Large Cheese IIDeal I
I. I I '2 Orders of Twisty I I 11Mdi Ch I11\vISty Bread I I Bread I I Pizza II e tum eese]
: With The Purchase: : $19 99 : : $5 00 n $Pizza ~
I f P· I I Only • ,Tax I I Only • ,Tax II 4 00 Io a izza Only - +TaxL ~L ~L---------~L---------~
Minimum order $5.00
ca1l442-9383
For FREE Delivery
~DeliveryHours:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 3:00pm to Midnight
Friday & Saturday 11:00AM to 2:00AM
Thursdav and Sunday 11:00 AM In Mirlniphl
May 3. [994
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CASE SIIMMARY #1
ACCUSED: Ralph! Edward
ACCUSER: Convience Store
CHARGE: Shoplifting (Art
Supplies)
EVIDE CE: Written State-
menlS
DISCUSSION:
Both students admiued their guilt
and added lhal there was 00 excuse
for their bebavior. They expressed
regret for their actions. Whenasked
whose idea it was. they responded
that it was a muwal and spontane-
ous idea: neither could remember
who initiated iL
Each of their totals were under
S 10 (approx. $8 and 55). Both said
that they had had eoough money 10
pay for the stolen items with themal
the time of the incident.
Ralph mentioned that he is par-
tially glad thai he was caught. bUI
also was upset with the whole situ-
ation. Both agreed that work hours
would be a fair recommendation.
All members felt thai guilt was
apparent. considering the students
turned themselves in.
DECISION:
GUILTY
For: 5
Against: o
REASON:
Students admitted their guilt,
RECOMMENDATION:
Three shifts of work hours (a to-
W o{9 workhours) inmeOOokslOre
\D be Wlt\v\e\l>d b~"ThanU'/,\,,\ny,
Breal<- \llhe OOokslore is uncom-
fortable with this. then lbe work
hours wiu be completed in Dining
Services. Social probation was con-
sidered bUI eventually decided
againsL
For: 5
Against:
Abstain:
o
o
REASON:
While the lotals of the items slO-
len were less than ten doilars each.
The Board considered ~hoplifting
10 be a serious offense, especially
because it is something thai the po-
lice could have been involved in.
The bookslOre seemed to be the
ideal place 10 complele work hours,
since this is where the incident oc-
curred Social probation was de-
cided against because of it's sever-
ity: no one felt that this incident was
damaging enough to jusify the im-
mediate consideration of suspen-
sion if the students were broughl up
on charges in the future.
A ITENDANCE:
AJJ members were present.
CASE SUMMARY #2
ACCUSED: Ernest
ACCUSER: Campus Safety
CHARGE: DamagetoCoUege
Property (Hallway Light Fixture)
EVIDENCE:WriuenStatemenl.
Campus Safely Repon
DISCUSSION:
Erneslexplained that the incident
wasan accidenlresulting fromclum-
siness when he was goofing around_
He stated that he unintentionally
broke the light fixture as he lifted a
laUtess that had been sitting in the
r allway.
i Ernest said that he had left Ihe
ACCUSED: Arnold{ Gordon
ACCUSER: Campus Safety
CHARGE: Trespassing (On the
Olin Construction Site)
Theft of college prop-
erty (Four Cinder Blocks)
EVIDENCE:
Wrillen Stalements, Campus
Safety Repon
DISCUSSION:
Arnold adm itted that he wanted
the cinder blocks to raise his bed
higher, not for an an,project, as he
had told the campus safety officer
-at the time of the incident. He
explained thai be lied as a panic
reaction to being caught off guard
by the officer According to him, the
theft was a quick decision based on
convenience, as there happened to
be cinder blocks at the construction
site. Arnold said that he didn't
think of it as wrong at the time: they
weren'l trying 10 hide what they
doing, it was not a "secret. coven . ACCUSED: Jamesmission". In fact, in their eyes it
seemed harmless. He admiued. ACCUSER: Campus Safety
however, that he never really CHARGE: Underage Drinking
thought about the consequences. Disorderly Conduct
Gordon, who drove the car and re- (Failure to Control Bladder)
mained in it for \he incidenl. admit- Unautllorized Entry (Of
ted that at the time he didn't think a Donn Room)
whal he was doing was at aU seri- EVIDENCE:
ous. His rationalization was that te Campus Safety reports and writ- CASE SUMMARY #5 DISCUSSION:
the cinder blocks weren't worth n statements
DISCUSSION' Both B.illy and Butch claimedmuchmoney,andthattheywouldn't : ACCUSED: Yurgibe missed. . lames stated that he began drink- t!'at, contrary to the Campus SafetyACCUSER: Dining Services re rt. th 'w
Arnold expressed immense guill 10g rather early that evening, and CHARGE: Deception po eyweren'tdragracingwI
for having brought his friend Gor- esumated that he had consumed 20 Forgery the another car, but instead were
don inlOthe Sl·luau·on.and made ,'t sholS during the night, though he M' speeding down the road for fun\Suse of Dining Privi- (B'll
known that he wanted 10 take full admitted that it might have been leges ' y admitted 10 be traveling al
responsibilily,asitwasallhj'idea. more than that. He explained that EVIDENCE: Wrillen state- 35mph). When asked why he had
Gordon felt 'bar be SholJlO J........ei..v..e_h_is_rec_o_ll_ec:-U_·o_n_o_f_th_e_e_ve_n_lS_i_sm...:e__n.:::lS::....:.p.::h.::toc::~~~~~~~~bee~~n~s~pee~d~i~ng~.~B~ill~y~S81~·~d~tha~t~he:___ __ ' 0 opy of invalid!D, did 't really have a valid excuse.
scene without talking to the
housefellow and without taking
immediate responsibility for his
actions because that was his natural
instinct, He also said thai he didn't
want 10 stick around because he
didn't really want 10 deal with the
angry neighbors he had woken up.
He pointed out that a1thoughjle did
avoid responsibility that night. he
never tried 10 hide the fact that he
had broken \he light fixture. In fact
he told a freind to give the
housefellow his name and number.
10 tell her that he was willing to take
complete responsibility for his ac-
tions. and thai he would pay for the
damage he hadcaused. (All verefied
10 be true).
DECISION: GUILTY
For: 5
Against: 0
REASON:
All members fell that guilt was
apparent, considering Ernest had
turned himself in.
RECOMMENDA nON:
To pay for the full cost of dam-
ages he caused. and recei ve a letter
to reform him forever.
For:· 5
Against:
Abstain:
o
o
REASON:
The Board felt that work. hours
would serve little if any purpose.
and that payment for the damages
he created would be sufficient in
\his case.
A ITENDANCE:
All members were present.
CASE SUMMARY #3
eq e use oug It
was Arnold's idea. he didn't have 10
agree 10 be a panof it, Gordon did
add that, in his opinion, work hours
would be unjust because he already
knows how wrong his actions were.
so it wouldn't "pound it into his
head any more."
DECISION:
Arnold: Guilty ofTrespassing
Guilty of Theft To Col
lege Property
For: 5
Against: 0
Gordon: Not-Guilty of Theft of
College Property
Guilty of Theft of College
Property
For: 5"
Against: 0
REASON:
All members felt that guilt for
\heft was apparent in both cases,
considering tbey had accepted full
responsibility. Gordon had never
left tile car. and thus had not
tresspassed, hence the not guilty
vote.
RECOMMENDA nON:
Arnold received four 'hours of
volunteer work. of his own choos-
ing, 10 be completed by Fall Break.
He is to handle the arrangements of
this work on his own instead of the
Board coordinating the placement.
and will provide a short description
of what he did to tIleJ-Board coor-
dinator. Gordon received a letter of
censure.
For: 5
Against:
Abstain:
o
o
REASON:
The Board came 10 the conclu-
sion that giving work hours would
serve little. if any. purpose. The
idea of allowing Arnold to coordi-
nate his own volunteer work was
looked upon as a more favorable
option. because of the trust it places
in him. All agreed that this was
acceptable. although Becky was
apprehensive about the necessity of
hours ..
The Board felt nothing beyond a
letter of censure was appropriate
for Gordon. as he had never left the
car. and had no prior record. The.
sanction fe1l1eniantlO some mem-
bers, but as Gordon had expressed
his honest feelings of remours,e. no
furtlJer sanction was viewed as nec-
essary or appropriate.
AITENDANCE:
All members were present.
CASE SUMMARY #4
members Campus Safety being
there he does not recall anything
asid~ from talking with the
housefellow• and cleaning up. He
stated that he must have thought
the room he entered was the bath-
room, and must have mistaken the
desk for a urinal.
lames expressed concern over
the condition he was in that night.
saying that it bothers him to know
he let himself get into such a dan-
gerous situation by drinking so
heavily. He felt the incident has
changed him and the he is now
afraid 10 drink.
James did claim. however, that
hedoesn 't see alcohol as a problem
for him, but instead sees that night
as an isolated incident. In closing.
James reiterated that this was not a
malicious act and that it would
never happen again.
Both residents of the room were
woken by the incident and were
present at the trial. The two stu-
dents staled that they hold no
.grudge againslJ ames. and thai there
was no permanent damage. The
owner of the affronted desk ex-
plained that Iames cleaned themess
thoroughly. and that everything is
now fine.
DECISION:
Guilty of Disorderly Conduct
Guilty of Underage Drinking
Guilty of Unauthorized Entry
For: 6
Against: 0
REASON:
AU members felt guilt was rela-
tively obvious.
RECOMMENDA nON:
James will be on alcohol proba-
tion, meaning any disruptive be-
. haviorconnected 10 alcohol will be
a violation of probation. and im-
mediate suspension will be con-
sidered. This probation will be in
effect until Spring Break. In addi-
tion. James is to meet with David
Brailey before Thanksgiving Break
for alcohol counseling. He is re-
sponsible for cleaning. fixing or
replacing all damaged items
(mouse pad, notebooks etc.)
For: 6
Against: 0
Abstain: 0
REASON:
This recommendation was the
most appropriate and helpful ap-
proach to the situalion. While the
incident was serious, James was
obviously shaken, and explained
he didn't know if it had made him
more afraid or embarressed. He
obviously regretted it, and as both
residents felt he was thourghly
remourseful and had gone out of
his way tomake ammends, no fur-
thersanction or"punishment"was
necessary.
ATTENDANCE:
All me'!'bers were present.
DISCUSSION:
Yurgi claimed that he was in pos-
session of two.Hr' s: one valid one
and one invalid one. He stated tha;
on the d;!y of the dining hall inci-
dent he was in his room laking a
nap. His friend Jim then came in
and asked to borrow his !D. Yurgi
explained that in his grogginea, he
allowedJohn to take tile invalid!D
without question. Yurgi·mentionect
that he did not realize tile wrong in
this because dining hall regulations
. concerning ID's were never ex-
plained. and so he not feel dishon-
est. Yurgi also mentioned lbatJohn
does not look like him, so he feels
the woman who checked the !D at
the dining hall was partially at fault
in the incident. As far as other
details concerning that day, Yurgi
explained that he couldn't remem-
ber much else because his memory
is bad.
DECISION:
Guilty of Misuse of Dining Privi-
leges .
Not Guilty of Deception ..
Not Guilty of Forgery
For: 6
Against: 0
REASON:
Yurgi was guilty of Misuse of
Dining Privileges because he lent
out his invalid !D. but the other two
charges no longer applied 10' the
situation. given his explanation of
the events. (Which The Board ac-
cepted).
RECOMMENDATION:
One shift of work hours (3 hours)
in the dining hall. to be completed
by Thanksgiving Break.
For: 6
Against: 0
Abstain: 0
. REASON:
This was seen as an appropriate
response 10 his actions. Although it
resulted largely from ignorance
Yurgi is responsable for his own
!D.
AITENDANCE:
Les Baquiran was not in atten-
dance.
CASE SUMMARY #6
ACCUSED: Billy! Butch
ACCUSER: Campus Safety
CHARGE:
Billy: Failure to Comply With a
College Official, on 2 counlS:
I. Failure to SlOpCar
2. Running from an Of-
ficer
Butch: Failure to Comply With a
College Official (Running from an
Officer)
EVIDENCE: Written Stale-
menlS, .Campus Safety Report
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eexp am ruwas aspomane-
ous act, and that if he thought he'd
be endangering anyone, he wouldn't
have done it.
As for the actual charges, they
both agreed they were guiltyoffail-
ure to comply, Billy on both counts.
The students explained that they
fled the scene because they antici-
pated that the officer would not be
understanding of their actions. In
orderlOclarify hismotivations, Billy
gave the analogy ofa gambler, who,
in attempts 10get out of debt, keeps
gambling, only to find himself
deeper in debt.
Billy explained Chatthis situation
bas had a definite effect on him. He
mentioned that he feels humiliated
to have 10 come in front of tbe
Judiciary Board for such a ridicu-
lous incident. Butch made it clear
that he was not pro,ud of himself.
DECISION:
Billy: Guilty of Failure to Com-
ply WiCha College Official, on both
counts.
BUlCh: Guilty of Failure to Com-
ply WiCha College Official.
For: 7
Against: 0
REASON:
Both students admitted their guilt.
RECOMMENDATION:
Four works hours at Physical
Plant, 10be completed in the Arbo-
retum, by Thanksgiving Break.
For: 5
Against: I
Abstain: 1
REASON:
The majority of the Board felt
that the recommendation should be
more than a letter. However Becky
voted against the recommendation
because she felt that a letter of cen-
sure would be enough. Les ab-
stained because he fell uncomfort-
able with the lack of severity. While
running from the officers was
innappropriate the individuals in-
volved obviously felt they had been
juvenile, and work hours would hav~
accomp IS very I e. y was
not charged with reekless driving
to avoid double jeopardy, He had
already recerived fines for reck-
lessness and speeding).
ATTENDANCE:
All members were present.
CASE SUMMARY #7
ACCUSED: Trevor/ Robert
ACCUSER: Student Life
CHARGE:
Trevor: Illegal Keg
Deception
Robert: Illegal Keg
EVIDENCE: Written State-
ments, Housefellow testimony
DISCUSSION:
Trevor and Robert both admit-
ted they were drunk, but made it
clear that they didn't think this was
relevant to the situation, They said
the the living room was not signed
out, so they weruto knock on Gus's
door 10do so. Because Gus wasn't
around, they weren't able 10 sign
mit the living room; however, both
students admitted that they didn't
leave him a message telling him
about the situation. Gus returned
shortly, and after being told by
Trevor Chat the beer (which was
being drunk in the living room
from plastic cups) was obtained
from individual cans, he found a
keg in the dumbwaiter.
Trevor addressed the deception
charge by explaining that he was
just kidding aroul1lJabout the beer
coming from the half empty cans
in his refrigerator. He said that he
was being sarcastic because he
thought he was already caught.
'and didn't think Gus would take
him seriously anyway. Gus re-
sponded, saying Chathe felt Trevor
did act with the intent 10deceive.
. Both students in question de-
nied having bought the keg, ex-
plainingthat it was "probably" pur-
chased by two off campus freinds
W owere e iwo visuors siay
Gus and Trevor's rooms).
Gus stressed the fact that illegal
kegs are a serious violation of the
Honor Code, and are being much
more strictly enforced Chisyear. He .
also mentioned that hiding the keg
in the dumbwaiter was careless be-
cause it created a mess in the pantry,
in the halls, and on the stairs, as a
result of people going back and
forth 10get beer.
DECISION:
Trevor: Guilty of Illegal Keg
Guilty of Deception
For. 7
Against: 0
Robert: Guilty of Illegal Keg
For. 7
Against: 0
REASON:
The Board determined Chateach
student assumed responsibility for
the keg by hosting the students in
question, though there was consid-
erable doubt that neither had par-
ticipated in buying the keg. In the
charge of deception, The Board felt
that Trevor ~nowingly lied about
where the beer came from, and
whether or not his intent was sar-
casm, he didnotcorrect himself and
attempted to argue his way out by
showing the houselfellow somecans
of beer in his refrigerator.
RECOMMENDATION:
Alcohol probation in the from of
not being able to sign out a living
room or host parties until spring
break. Robert was assigned two
shifts in dining services, and Trevor .
was assigned three. All were 10be
completed in Dining Services by
winter break.
For: 7
Against: 0
Abstain: 0
REASON:
The Board felt ChattIIis was the
most appropriate reaction 10the of-
fenses. The 'Board accounted for
the fact that the drinking took place
Peace Corps
at Conn
Info Session:Thurs 2/9, 4 PM, College Center, 1941 Rm
We need someone to j~i.n 6:500 people
already working in over 90 devdop-
ing countries around the world.
To help people help themselves.
The work isn't easy. And it
rakes more than just concern.
It takes motivation. Commit-
ment. But it's a chance to stop
dreaming about a better world
and start doing something about it.
For more info, call (800)424-8580
• READ •
THE
COLLEGE
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In e rvmg room ra er lI1 a
hallway (a reason kegs are illegal
because it causes safety hazzards
around the keg if it is tapped in a
confined space), However The
Board realized this could have been
a further auempt 10 avoid being
caught, rather than a "considerate
gesture" as Trevor felt free to de-
fine it. Trevor was given an addi-
tional shift of work hours, on ac-
count of his deception.
ATTENDANCE:
All members were present.
CASE SUMMARY #8
ACCUSED: Miles
ACCUSER: J-Board (student
turned himself in)
CHARGE: Cheating
EVIDENCE: Written State-
ments from professor and student
witness
DISCUSSION:
Miles admitted to cheating on his
chemistry exam, but stressed that
his medical circumstances are such
that he is not directly responsible
for his action. He explained that
because he is a manic depressive,
he is under medication which af-
feets his memorization skills and
makes it difficult for him 10 con-
centrate. Miles mentioned, how-
ever, that he did not want to inform
his professors about his illness be-
cause he did not want to be seen as
a less capable student or one who
needs "special" tteaunenl (such as
extended tes\-\a\d.ng, lime).
Throughout the trial, Miles stated
clearly that he felt he should only
loose credit for the question on
which he cheated. He focused en-
tirelyon his medical condition, even
when directly questioned about
having cheated he expressed little
19 no remourse.
DECISION:
Guilty of Cheating
For: 7
Against: 0
USED STEREOS
Bought & Sold -
Large selection of top quality stereo
receivers, CD players. tape decks,
arros, preerros and speakers SAVE!
All set guaranteed to work!
Current Brands available include:
Sony
Mclntosh
Bang & OIufsen
Yamaha
Denon
Save 10% wI AD
FridaylSoturooylSurdoy.
n:-..~t!~'":"~
StgrltO nVi~t;;nI~ ;::n..S.9.o
Sf:JMCf Suft /ligon'"
DuJ., Audio. Video m-S3U
1~ in HOM( TH£ATER
90 BonkSt New london
Regardless of the motivations
behind the cheating, he cheated.
RECOMMENDATION:
~ receive a zero on his
chemistry exam
~ academic probation un-
til graduation
® a session with Theresa
Ammirati IOdiscuss academic op-
tions (in regards to his illness'
effect on his academic perfor-
mance)
® proctored exams until
the end of the '94- '95 school year
For. 6
Against: 0
Abstain: I
REASON:
The Board decided Miles
should receive a zero on his exam.
On his own merits Miles had on!y
earned 50 points, and The Board
felt that there should be a greater
penally. The Board decided that
Theresa Ammirati could help
motivate him 10deal with hisaca-
demic issues by explaining aU
available options, and making it
clear that these options should not
be seen as humiliating, butascom-
pensation for his natural disad-
vantage. It was inconsistent that
Miles would refuse 10ask his pro-
fessors for special treatment due
to his illness (because he wanted
to earn his work from an "equal"
position) and yet he asked for
leniency from I-Board for \hat
same reason. The Board was
awareo{\be.\lt\\~uecm:.um'S.~'S.
under which Miles cheated, how- 1
everregardlessofthemotivations,
The Board was not convinced that
he would not cheat again. He
didn't express remorse over the
cheating action itself, and in fact
barely mentioned it. Thus, as a
senior, academic probation until
graduation was appropriate. In
addition, proctored exams were
seen as the best option, as they
would hopefully remove the temp-
tation of cheating in the future.
Kristin abstained because over
thecourseofthedeliberationsshe '
remembered information that
would have biased her.
ATTENDANCE:
All members were present.
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BY NATALIE HILDT
Features Editor
Picture it: twenty-six Twistermats
ithin bod-going simultaneously, wn g
ies entangling further as the an-
nouncer calls the move, "left hand
on red!" Sounds pretty wild, doesn't
it? The giant game of Twister will
kick off eightdaysoffun and g~es,
and even a bit of intellectual snmu-
lation for College Days '95.
Mark Hoffman, director of stu-
dent activities, brought the festival
to Connecticut College last year
saying that "It helps the College
Center fulfill its purpose of bnng-
ing together students, staff and fac-
ulty."
Hoffman has designed College
Days as a kind of mini-vacation;'
and he plans to decorate Crozier-
Williams in a tropical beach motif.
.,"I think it helps with the winter
doldrums," he said of the week.
"Winter, especially February, is a
very depressing time for a lot of
people."
The great prizes, free popcorn
and the dessert contest are back.. In
addition, popular favorites like the
College Bowl. billiards and table
tennis return. Winners of those tour-
naments will compete at the re-
gionallevel against about 20 other
schools. "We hope to build the Col-
lege Bowl into a big tradition,"
Hoffman said, adding that 16 teams
matched wits last year and went on
to send the winners to Boston. Con-
ISD WEEK GIVES
STUDENTS UNIQUE
to interview well," said Traum. He
added that the learning process was
overwhelmingly received during the
last four days.
The multicultural workshop con-
sisted mostly of discussion groups
8ttd included a task forcefrom New
London which is involved in learn-
ing about effects of multicultural-
cultural issues, according to Carli
Schultz," participant in the course.
Schultz said that an interesting
and difficult exercise involved
groups which each had their own
card with a description of their hy-
pothetical culture. The groups had
to work together with their differ-
ences to solve a common problem.
''The course was incredible, it
changed a lot of my life ... it gave a
lot of promise for better relation-
ships in the future," Schultz said.
"It was a really intensive work-
shop, a lot of people got angry and
frustrated, butit was extremely illu-
minating," Schultz explained.
Amy Sleeper, a sophomore par-
ticipant in the program, agreed that
the course was very intense.
"It was so great because it wasn't
like a usual class, people were still
talking about it after theday ended,"
Sleeper said.
"We talked about system think-
ing and how new changes require a
new way of thinking ... since I am
the political chair of SOAR, it was
very helpful one morning when we
talked about why more white stu-
dents don't go to Unity House. It
was really interesting, because I am
a white student who is comfortable
there, and I got to learn about why
peoplearenotcomfortable,"Sleeper
said.
She added that she learned that
making people do something dif-
ferent is a big step.
Each of the three workshops pre-
sented a skit at adinnerceremony in
the 1962 room of Cro on the final
night. celebrating the new skills and
ideas which were gained during the
week.
Camel
College Days spells fun for
LEARNING
negotiations with the aid of the learn-
BY BEN RUBIN ing assistants.
News Editor "There was a tremendous posi-
....bout no students returned to live response to all of the facilita-
caln\lU& one week before ciasses lots in the program," said Traum.
bewm,m cx6cI: \0 ~c\\)1l\e \n \he Cnns Kimball. a '&O~homorewho
lnlensive Skills Development pro- returned early for the negotiation
gram which offered classes in Con- workshop, said that the course made
flict and Negotiation Resolution, him feel more confident about the .
Public Speaking, and Multicultural prospect of negotiating with his
Topics. boss, a professor, or even his fam-
Roger Fisher, a professor of law ily.
at Harvard Law School and director "The workshop was really fun to
of the Harvard Negotiation Project take part in, and it also taught me
which taught the workshop here, skills which Inever realized could
spoke on the opening dlly of the work so well," Kimball said.
negotiation worshop and appeared Alex Cote, another sophomore,
in several movies during the five worked as a facilitator for the nego-
day course.' - tiation workshop after taking it the
He is author of the book Getting year hefore.
To Yes and has assisted in such "After! learned about the theory
conflicts as the Irartian Hostage Iwas intrigued. Ithought teaching
Conflict in 1980, the Persian Gulf would he a way to get more in-
Crisis, and negotiations among the _ volved with the theory and share
major political parties in South Af- my knowledge with other people,"
rica. said Cote. -
ThePublicSpeakingprogram was In addition to learning public
taught by three Connecticut Col- speaking skills, the public speaking
lege graduaIes: Tom Bell, Kerry workshop also created a forum to
Messer, and Warren Erikson. discuss ways to include the skill
The muIticuIllIrlI1 workshop was into the Connecticut College cur-
run by Judy Kinnse, Myrtl Parnell, riculum. The discussion was en-
andJoanVandelkIoot,andinc!uded hancedbymanyofthefacultymem-
~es from the New Lon- hers in attendance, according to
don community. Traum.
"The facilitators bad good things The middle three days of the five
to SlJy aboul bow we ran the pro- day poblic speaking workshop in-
gram. .. said Dan Tnwm, a member eluded the learning of effective pub-
ofthesrUdent-run committee which lic speaking skills such as body
plans the ISD program. Traum also gestures, voice projection, and the
took part in the poblic speaking use of visual aids.
workshop. Participants also spenta day learn-
Duringthenegotiation workshop, ing effective ways to present their
Connecticut College students resumes during job interviews.
worked os facilitators and 100000g "I thought it was good, because it
assistants, wodring alongside the got me to focus on things that I
Harvard representatives who teach never thought were important be-
the wod<sbop. fore, like gestures and eye contact,"
Students attended lectures dur- said Cameron Arterton, a partici-
ing several "plenary" periods and pant in the workshop.
thenpracticed the sltills they learned "I thought the instructors were
afterbrealtinginto working groups. really good ... they were terrific at
In these groops, participants ne- malting us all feel comfortable,"
gotiated hypolhetical conflicts and she continued.
theo discussed and analyzed their "I was given valuable tips on how
Connection
Middlebury College - A weakened pipe burst last week in the
administrative building of the college spewing 2,000 gallons of
water. Officials have said that they do not helieve that cold weather
caused the break.
Workers and administrators, including the president of the col-
lege, have been working all week to dry out everythiog from light
fixtures and computers to oll paintings.
A dollar amount has not yet been estimated for the damage.
tinlveglty Dr Massachusetts at Amherst - The University's
men's crew team recently broke a record by rowing on the ergometer,
for 336 straight hours, or 14 days. 'The 64.rnemher team, includiog
8 female coxswains, beat the record SOlby Simon Frasier University
of 288 hours.
Each team memher rowed about 7 one hour shifts. The team
raised over $8,000 to help buy a new racing shell.
West Chester Unlversity or PeDDSylvania - The University
opened its doors to shelter the homeless over winter break. When
local churches had to suspend their programs due to holiday activi-
ties, they asked the campus to step in. .
The University turned a ballroom into sleeping quarters for about
two dozen men and women. All supplies were provided by a local
organization. University officials said that providing the space was
easy with students away for the holidays.
• All information Compiled by 'The Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion
necticut College won most-im_
provedinthatcompetitionas.itm;de
its debut, beating Dartmouth Uni-
versity.
"I've tried to infuse College
Days with some new activities to
keep it interesting for the campus
and me," said Hoffman of the new
events he has cooked up. These
include card tournaments, a mock
summer fashion show, free carica-
ture portraits, and Salsa dance les-
sons co-sponsored with La Unidad.
On Saturday night, what could
be better than a movie and some
dancing? The twist: the 1941 room
will be covered with sprawling
mattresses for the showing of Spike
Lee's "Crooklyn. It After that, things
will clear out for some platform
dancing as Umoja joins U.F.O. in
co-sponsoring a Soul Train dance.
Other featured events include a
Socratic Dialogue on political cor-
rectness and a panel on study abroad
opportunities-Also, BokoffTravel
Agency is sponsoring a meeting on
planning your summer trip.
Sign-up for the competitions be-
gins Tuesday, January 31 at the
Information Desk. A three dollar
security deposit will be requested
for the more serious tournaments,
to he refunded upon entry. Hoffman
needs volunteers to help run the
tournaments, which are being coor-
dinated by junior Penny Assay. "It' s
going to he a lot of fun to run events
like Twister and the College Bowl,
and volunteers 'get a free T-shirt,"
Hoffman said.
)Q.fIUOry31.1995
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Chaplaincy advisory council writes
statement on Yom Kippur proposal
By JENNY BARRON
Associate News Editor
The Chaplaincy Advisory Coun-
cil forged a consenus statement on
the Student Government
Association's proposal not to have
classes on the Jewish holiday of
Yom Kippur at a meeting last
Wednesday night. SGA had re-
quested that the council make a
. recommendation on the proposal
before it went before the Faculty
Steering and Conference Commit-
tee.
The report of the Council recog-
nizes rhat accomodarions have been
made in the past for other religious
holidays such as Easter and Pass-
over. It states, 'Therefore, we be-
lieve that a similar accomodation
may well he extended to Yom Kip-
pur." A revision and strengthening
of the current holiday policy is also
called for.
The Council's report also men-
tions issues raised during their de-
liberations such as the fact that
Jewish holidays start and end at
sundown, concerns over whether
athletic practices should be held on
the holiday, whether or not the pro-
posal should apply to the staff of the
eollege, and the fact that cancelling
classes may open the door to other
religious groups. The Council de-
cided not to take a yes or no vote on
the proposal, because many in the
group felt it would be fractious to
the unity of the group. "We have
achieved a document which exem-
plifies consensus and unifies us,"
Father Larry LaPointe, Catholic
chaplain of the college, said.
At the beginning of the meeting,
the council took comments from
people in the audience. Among
them was Walter Brady, associate
professor of mathematics. He said
that he felt that the way to deal with
the issue of Yom Kippur was qat to
give the day off but to revise the
current holiday policy so that stu-
dents could miss classes on that day
more easily. "Multiculturalism can
best be advanced if we accomodate
each other without making demands
on the academic calendar," Brady
said. He explained that hy having
optional attendance of classes on
Yom Kippur for Jewish students,
faculty are made to practice reli-
Guest passes now good
for meals at the snack
shop in the College
Center
By JeNNY BAIlRON
Associate News Editor
Tired ofbeiDgshortof cash at
the sMck shop? BegInnIng this
semester, student guest passes-
can be used to purchase meals
at the oasiS Cafe 10 ero.
Each student Is lIi'l'eD eight
guestmeals per year. From DOW
00, one meal p88I wDl be equal
to a four dollar pur,eha8<! at !he
OasIs. No duonIe wDl be given;
lIthe ~ comes~-
thaD fourdollan, die. __ t
1081 either pay theba!a~ 10_1m _ an addqloqlil meal
ODthe~ .
"More and _ III i:iJIIe&e'
cIlilIog .fOll, -lIeelDa bleDdell
dIoIogoptloas, ..~Mat-
thew l'ay,dIreetorofdlnloa--
vices. Oesaldth8tlt wastooJate
10the year to redo the IDeal plan
to Ioclude ...... an option, but
the DIoIoa8er'l'kes CommIttee,
which de....loped the pJ'Olll'8lll,
wanted to iii""__ IIthe 0p-
POrtunity to dedde bow to -
theirguest~ Hesaldthat
an estimated 15 to 25 students
took&duotage of this proaram
on the IIrst oIIht.
"It'. kind ofa:rush Job,"l'ay
said of the pJ'Olll'8lll, "but_
IImeI you are .be«er oIf jUlt
jumping 10and .wImml......Oe
commented that he would Uketo
see this dlntog choice put Ioto
the meal plan next year, lDaybe
88 a $50 eredlt for soad< shop
IDeals. He also SIJllIlOSled the
Idea of dropping down to a plan
of 19 • 20 meals per week; this
would produce a large 1B'I'Iogs. .
Fay said that the Iodosloo of
dIotolI choleelo therolJeleJlleal
plan wIIldepeDdoafuDdiol,itlI-
dent Input, uti the feulblllty of
theclwlge.
!"J'laISlsa 'f8l'JpoiIII;r~"
CllDUIlCIItedJoIuIBIaocut,SGA
prri'dentlal aiIlIoefateuildl8lr
flf..theD\Dloa~ (:oIIuoI,
_lfw __ lIewould -
Uketoaeethe.-ltUD~
&01odUde tb\I~~
said, IIdIdlaaiIe1"",
OD~_~ofTrlllt-.
_would aIIoteIe the fuDdI,.
...... apl'lllll"8lDo "E~II
kind of up 10 the air," be es-
p1a1ned•
Tile commlttee- • ., ~
~ 10add .8D8d<_111
the bar 10the CoI\ege Center (an
Idea lnttlated b7 the AkoboI
PoIk7 uti ~1D""adou
Commi->' a pGDIo lIIId puta
bar 10 the Han'\I dIoIoa IaaII,
aDd a trozea yoP,J1 bar III
Btm'lc:k
Dean Ferrari explains
campus-wide common
hour at SGA meeting
gious tolerance in a way they would
not have to if the day were not a
holiday. Brady recommended that
the council make sure that students
were informed of the current policy
and ask them to suggest changes.
Steve Schmidt, chaplain of the
college, wrote the draft of the report
that came out of the meeting. He
said that he was glad that the council
could produce a statement that ev-
eryone could sign and support. "I
view itas a postive statement, others
may view it not as a total unqualified
endorsment." Schmidt said.
Schmidt said that he understood
that some people were upset that the
council did not decide the issue at
the meeting in December. "I think
people felt that we were derailing
the train that this was on. All we
tried to do was to make sure that the
course was straight and that the train
wasn't moving so fast that it would
derail on its own initiative," he ex-
plained.
Schmidt also said that he was sad-
dened by the fact that people who
questioned the proposal were seen
as being against it. "Both Father
Larry and myself were almost
By BeN RUBIN
News Editor
A common hour, to be used. for
convocations, discussion groups,
and otherca.mpus-wideevents, may
be put into effect next semester.
Arthur Ferrari, acting dean of the
eollege, discussed the plan with the
SGAassemblyThursday,anditwili
go into effect next semester if the
faculty approves it at its next meet-
ing.
AceordingtoFerrari, there would
he a block of time on Fridays, cur-
rently scheduled from 12:30-2:00,
when no classes or meetings would
be permitted to be scheduled.
Events at this time woul4 include
"Cornell West-like speakers:' ad-
vising tutorials, or discussion
groups; however, nothing is set in
stone and the faculty is still open to
ideas. according to Ferrari.
Beginning next semester, the col-
lege will have a new theme each
year,andmanyeommonhourevents
would coincide with this theme.
The eommon hour would also
host general education events which
incoming freshman next year would
need to attend in order to fulfill the
new general education require-
ments.
villified to the point where people
were implying that we were anti-
semitic," he commented.
John Biancur, SGA presidential
associate, SGA representative on
the council and co-sponsor of the
proposal, said that he was satisfied
with the report of the council. "In a
less than forceful manner. the coun-
cil has supported the proposal," he
commented .
Rahhi Aaron Rosenberg, Jewish
chaplain of the college, was also
satisfied with the result of
Wednesday's meeting. "Although
personally [ would have wanted a
much stronger endorsment for can-
celling classes on Yom Kippur, I
think the council tended to be even
handed and open to a variety of
opinions," he said.
Carla Bendor, Chavurah advisor,
agreed. "It's not as strong as I
would have liked, hut it's generally
in favor of the proposal." She said
that she hoped that the faculty would
have the empathy to understand
what Yom Kippur means to the
Jewish community of the college.
The statement will be read at this
Wednesday's faculty meeting.
Ferrari said that he hoped that the
new common hour would facilitate
attendance at college events.
"We've found that the college
goes through great pains and spends
a lot of money to get speakers, only
to have 13 people show up. This is
a great embarrassment to the col-
lege as well as a waste of money,"
said Ferrari.
Ferrari said that the notion of an
all-college event has arisen often in
the last year. Jesse Roberts, PR
director, asked whether the Friday
events would cutinto weekend time
for students who wanted to leave
campus. Ferrari said th~t Friday
common hour is "an attempt to take
back Fridays on this campus."
A small number of classes will
have to be rescheduled If the com-
mon hour is instated. For example,
one o'clock: classes would begin at
two o'clock: on Fridays.
Bill Rohinson, house senator of
KB, asked if it would be possihle to
have small scale or less structured
events during some of the commn
hours, such as a faculty and student
tea, something which was once a
tradition Bt the college.
'1t sounds like a perfectly plau-
sihle idea." Ferrari responded.
The
week in
SGA...
Mar!nelI Yoders, SGA presl-
dent. announced that the
paddle tennis court wss sold
last summer. Seeartlcle,page4.
Arthur Ferrari. acting dean of
the college. spoke about a pro-
posed campus-wide common
hour. See article. this page.
Yode rs also announced th.t
themoveofthe corr.. Grounds
Care rrom Cro to KB hss been
delayed hec:auseorrenov.tions
ror building handicap regula-
tions which must he done in
KB. Theretere, the cafe may
remain 10Cro for the nextsev-
eral weeks.
Jessica Friedman, chair of
academic affairs, announced
that the faculty will review the
two proposed gen ed plans at
their meeting next month. The
board of advisory chal rs met
before winter break 10 discuss
the professor evaluation s')'so
~ includin& new q,uest\ons
tOT \be student e'Va\uat\on
fonus. Bronwen Weiss, assis-
tant to the chair of academic
affaI rs, Is looldog for sugges·
tions about handling evalua-
tlons of tenured professo rs,
Dan Shedd. J.Board Chair. is
looldng for volunteers to cre-
ate an Honor Code statement.
Shedd also announced that
he Is looking tor stodents in-
terested In discussing the
Honor Code. He wants to form
an Inrormal group which
would work to outline the gen-
.eral responsihilitles or indi-
viduals llvlng under the Honor
Code, since no such statement
exists.
Shedd announced that the
J.Board log will be printed 10
next week's Issue of The Co/-
kg. Voic.,He apologized for
the delay. as this Is the first
time this year that the log has
been printed.
J .... Roberts, SGA PR di-
rector. presented a proposal
for election rules for the one
remaining junior class rep .....
seotatlveto theJ.Board, which
passed 23-1-1.
Ben Tyrrell. SAC chair. an-
nounced that there will he a
concert In the 1962 room of
Cro on February 18 from· 1-5
p.m, which will feature three
hands. He also said that there
will be a murder mystery at
the Camel Club on Friday.
Ryan Poirier. SGA vlce-
president, announced thatEIsa
Drum. SGA parliamentarian,
hss been appointed ss a non-
voting member of the Flnanoe
Committee. See article, page
1.
-
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CONN'S VERY OWN TRAVEL
AGENCY
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Arts &Entertainment
Singleton's "Higher Learning" depicts grim
portrait of today's University Life
rious Issue: she is sexually assaulted
at the outset of the film. The prob-
lem with the introduction of this
assualtearly on in the film is that the
audience has not yet had time to feel
for her character. We naturally sym-
pathize and feel awful, but the emo-
tion isn't there because at that point
her character is not yet real. This
detracts from the impact of the scene,
but it does provide a reference point
for later actions of her character.
Remi is an average guy from
Idaho, except he just doesn't fit in.
He finds no social circle into which
he can fit, until the circle finds him.
He becomes conscious of himself
as a member of the Aryan race and
promotes white supremacy,
Lawrence Fishburne puts in ariv-
eting performance as Professor
Phipps. He is a demanding profes-
sor who wants his students to learn
many lessons, even if it is the hard
way. As anAfrican-American, he is
a mentor to many of the minority
students- he is someone they can
look to.
The actors all deserve credit for
their amazing performances. The
problem is that with attention to so
many issues, some of the impor-
tance of what is actually being said
gets lost. The filmdeals with every-
By MICHELLE RONAYNE
A&E Editor
a very
thing from socio-economic differ-
ence, to sexuality, to race. The char-
acters are more likely to deliver
meaningful, poetic one-liners than
engage in deep dialogue.
, This is a very in-your-face film.
This might be uncomfortable to
some, but the issues of racism and
prejudice sometimes need be thrown
in the faces of viewers. It makes the
film a little hard to take at times,
because it seems on this campus
there is arace war going on between
the black and the white students.
The one thing that is surprising is
that no one, not even the wise Fudge,
proclaims loudly that violence is
not the answer to the problems. It
seems to be the way everyone
handles their differences through-
out the film. Perhaps that is the
reality of it all.
The quality of the acting and the
importance of the social issues the
film takes on make it worth watch-
ing. However, don't expect an es-
.cape fromreality; prepare to take in
and accept that we need more than
a Band-aid to fix our social prcb-
lerns.
in-your-
but the •1S-
'The lighter side of "'
ISD shines through
BY CARU SCHULTZ
Associate A&.E Editor
gathered to watch the movie
selection offered every night,
or on the second floor of Cro to
play Pictionary, Taboo or
Jeng a. These groups seemed
to consist mostly of the
Multicultural.nd Public Speak-
ing groups- the Conflict
groups appeared to have this
mammoth mountain of home-
work and reading to do every
night, so they definitely worked
harder after-hours than any of
the other groups.
Although I felt like Ilearned
an incredible amount ofknowl-
edge in my week's work, Ialso
felt like a lazy dweeb. Imean, I
got up way too early, ate a
breakfast, not my normal habit
but necessary to make it until
lunch, then went to Cro, sat
around talking until noon, ate
some more, sat around until
five, ate dinner, then maybe
walked back to the Plex, then
to Cro, then back to the Plex
and went to 'bed eat\~ 'cececse
\ had. to get up so eany 'tne next
day. Physical exercise was defi-
nitely lacking, but the mental
exercise once again made up,
for what was not happening in
the rest of my body as it made
up {or the non-indulgence in
the weather.
The workshops ended for all
on Friday with a dinner in the
Loft. This was special. We got
tablecloths, linen, nice plates,
flowers, candles, Conn College
tea bags ... and the same food
from Harris. It was neat how
the cooking/serving staff got
special outfits to serve the same
food. But it was very nice for
this to have been done for us,
and we sipped our water as the
three groups put on short skits
dealing with what they had
learned during the week. Itwas
just like summer camp. Alter
the ceremonial ending, we all
went about moving home, our
minds bursting full of new facts, •
our circle of mends enlarged,
and our brains crying for a holi-
day on some hedonistic beach
where the hardest decision to
make is which drink has the
best decoration of umbrellas
and swizzle sticks to play with.
It was a marvelously produc-
ti'Ve week, one 1am sure we all
gained from immensely, even
if extended piercing-whistle les-
sons were needed by Friday
morning in Multiculturalism just
to keep everyone sane.
•
It you ihought you had problems
interacting with your rooml
hallmates, then spend a week at
Columbus University. It would
probably change your mind.
Columbus University is the set-
ting for director John Singleton's
new movie, "Higher Learning." The
film attempts to cover every pos-
sible problem that could arise in a
multicultural environment. This
seems to be the film's one downfall,
but though not minor, it does not
destroy the merit of this film.
The film begins by introducing
various freshmen that are followed
throughout the course of the film.
Malique Williams is an African-
American man who is at Columbus
University on a track scholarship.
He is angered to be there for that
reason, but he has no choice. Other
African-American students tend to
revolve around Fudge. a senior who
has been there a little longer than
normal, played by Ice Cube. He is a
leader to the young students and
teaches Malique that he should read
not just for class but "to feed [his]
brain."
Kristin is a young, middle-class,
white woman who deals with a se-This isface film. This might be uncom-
fortable to some,sues of racism and prejudice
sometimes need be thrown In
f~ces of viewers. It makes thefilm a little hard to take attimes because it seems on this, .campus there is a race war qomqon between the black and the
white students.
the
The 1995 Intensive Skills De-
velopment Workshop (the
name's not gonna work, every-
one is STILL going to call it
Dean's Term) was a week of
hard work, stress,laughter, sad-
ness, and the Plex. While the
uncommonly warm weather
softly called to participants
locked up in their workshops
(except for that day of the Great
Flood), students learned valu-
able skills that they will carry
with themselves for the rest of
their lives. A very fair trade-off.
During the week, those stu-
dents who did not normally live
in the Plex pined for their own
rooms. 1 lucked out, living in
one of the common rooms at
the end of the hallway, but 1
wasn't exactly sure how I felt
about Clint Eastwood scowling
over my head as I slept. I also
don't knoVJ li:\ could spend a\\
')leal' \n a l'OO'm.w\\h w\ndows.
situated so people in the adjoin-
ing dorm could look in from the
laundry room whenever they
felt like it, but compared to the
smaller Plex rooms, Ilived in a
mansion. On Friday we looked
longingly at the transfer students
moving in, to those who had
time to shift their stuff back to its
normal location, while we went
to our last eight hour day of
workshop.
The Multiculturalism work-
shop for which Iwas registered
seemed to be the most emo-
tionally intense of the three.
There were people who were
angry, people who were frus-
trated, and those who were fac-
ing issues and parts of their lives
they had never taken a strong
look at before. The chairs were
also damn uncomfortable in the
1941 room. Then, after a while,
the floor got uncomfortable,
then the chairs, then the floor .
People got creative, turning the
chairs into mini-replicas of the
second and third floor library
"chair nests" and cuddling up
with their jackets. By Thursday,
people were starting to lose their
stamina, the workshop was tak-
ing its toll, and many indulged
in a little "eyelid meditation" as
they sprawled on the floor, but
the pace and subject matter of
the day kept most wide awake
and actively involved.
Social life during ISO was defi-
nitelya nighttime affair. People
\...
•• •
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Why is it always so hard to come back second
semester? One would think that five weeks at horne
would make any of us eager to come back, but then
again good food and a warm room are sure ?ard to
beat. Fall semester never seems to be so awful
a concept, but then even Mom's stocked fridge and
your comfy old bed wear thin after a while, and
after a long aumme, r people seem ready to get back
and be with their friends. It just must be
something about those winter months that makes
people want to crawl in bed and pull the covers
up over their heads .
. It also seems to be a time for taking stock. Much
time is spent reflecting on the past, maybe
because of the New Year, and thinking about how
you could do things differently. Nowtaking stock
is a good thing, but too much can do you harm.
I believe it was Sachel Page who said, "Never look
back- somebody might be gaining on you, II (tho,ugh
I thought for a long time my dad coined the
pf{r~e) . I am still unsure if he is right or not.
Re was, after allr'a baseball player and had a
lot of people rurining after him. We also spend
much time preparing ourselves for t.he coming
c.he.lle:nge.a. 'tne. New "tea.r always makes people
'l:e-eoJ..ve '1:.0 cnan,ge 't..n\.n,g6, o:n.d ~b.en. 't.ney a:re. upset.
when it doesn't happen. Mydad also used to tell
me, "Don't wish your life away,· and it's amusing
that he had a line for every problem.
There is a certain amount of inner harmony one
can receive from reviewing the past. I know that
recently I have been thinking of all the changes
I want to make- be sure to get better grades, try
to be at least a little organized- things along
those lines. I have also given a lot of thought
to resolving past differences and learning to get
over past disagreements. To a certain extent,
these realizations are helpful, but after a while
you can get bogged down in the melancholy and have
trouble finding your way out. The future isn't
any different. I want to plan for it- be prepared-
and as such I have also spent much time brooding
over how to increase the potential that I will
actually be able to get a job in a year and a half.
The point is that while it is good to realize
past mistakes and work on fi~ing them, the pas t:
is not a place .where you can live and neither is
the future. Dwelling over things you can't change
isn't worth the time and energy. In reali ty,
though decisions we mayor may not have made may
be mistakes, they are a part of who we are. We
probably would do a lot of the same things over
• given the same circumstances.
If you find yourself caught up in problems to
which there are no easy answers, take heart. You
are not alone. These long and cold winter months
bring out the dweller in all of us. I am sure that
some seniors are pretty frantic, but it will all
work out- it has to, because I will be leaving
this hallowed hill in a year, and I have to
believe that I will be pursuing a career. -
Maybe Sachel Page and my father have a point.
~aYbe it is not so bad to reflect a little," but
1f you spend too much time looking back, people
are not so much catching up with you as passing
you by. Learn from your mistakes and prepare for
~the future, just live in the present.
~. ~
~~ -~
January 31, /995
Graphic by Kathy Burdette .
Horoscopese L~ ...
• AQUARIUS (JAN.20·FEB.l8)· BREAK WASQUITE RELAXING AND YOU DON'T SEEM TOO CERTAIN
THAT YOU WANT TO BE BACK... YOI) ARE WONDERING IF YOU NEED ALL TIllS STRESS. DON'T WORRY.
THINGS WON'T BE HALF AS CHAOTIC AS LAST SEMESTER, AND IF TIlEY GET THAT WAY, TIlEN YOU
WILL KNOW HOW TO HANDLE IT.
Pisces (Feb.19-March 20) The transition back into do some work as well. Ifyou don't do it now, you will
the swing of things has been rough, but you will get regret it at the end of the semester.
through it. Your classes seem excellent, but some of
them will require much work. Give yourself some time Virgo (Aug.22-Sept.22) There is a certain someone
and that bad mood will soon start to-fade. just waiting to make your life perfect. Give himlher the
chance to do exactly that. If something looks like it is not
going in your favor, back off for a while. In time things
will work out and you will be most successful.
Aries (March 21- April 19) Things are going very
well for you and you are pleased with your recent
decisions. You will get everything that you have been
hoping for these past few months. You will be very
successful this semester as well as in the future. Ro-
mance is looking hopeful.
Libra (Sepi.23-0ct.22) Pay careful attention not to
say or do anything you might regret. Your friends seem
a little sensitive lately, so be careful. If you are looking
for love there may be someone in your past worth
looking into. Don't try to do too much because you will
exhaust yourself.
Taurus (ApriI20-May 20) Your plans will work out
exactly as you hoped. Any' misgivings someone has
about you will soon fade. If you are recently unattached,
fear not- the emotional turmoil will soon fade. Happy
relationships will continue to flourish.
Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov .21) You may be getting a week-
end away sooner than you think. You and your friends
will soon be off on an exciting adventure. Take care not
too spend too much money, because if you do, by the
end "of the semester finances will be tight.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) This semester will be a
little more chaotic than you had previously thought.
New relationships will be very rewarding. You should
try to spend time with your old friends. Do something
for yourself without thinking about what others want.
Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec.21) Something that com-
plicates your life will soon be over. In a few weeks you
will be able to put it behind you and never think about
it again. You have lots of work in the weeks ahead and
this semester is going to be an academic challenge.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) It will be rough getting
through some difficult relationships, but you.are strong
enough to handle it. Don't let anyone push you around,
and don't let people get you down. There are a lot of
exciting things in your- future.
Capricorn (Dec:22-Jan.19) Things should go along
quite well for you in the next few days despite any
misgivings you may have. Don't let little things bother
you, because you don't need any undue stress. Spend
some time catching up with some old friends that you
haven't seen in a while.
Leo (July 23-Aug.22) Don't let your new love talk
you out of spending time with your friends. You need
them too. Don't forget that you have to go to class and
Page 13
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:e Arts & Entertainment
"Chicago Hope" and "ER" running neck and
neck in Living Rooms
medical students thrown in for good
measure. The very nature of the ER
setting makes it move quickly. The
characters are
younger and
newer to the
game of medi-
cine than the
characters on
"Chicago
Hope." Itmakes
sense that "ER"
would appeal to
a younger
crowd. as they
might be able to
relate to the
woes and self-
doubts of the
newer doctors.
Sometimes the
characters seem
too self-absorbed, making it harder
to like them.
Recently on "ER," Dr. Benton,
the young resident who wants to be
chief surgical resident, has had some
issues to deal with. His mother is
aging and has Alzheimer's, and now
the doctor's sister must make alilhe
decisions. which Peter doesn 't like
it at all. There are many other social
issues on HER:" kids being abused
by their parents. mothers being
abused by \belt 'C~. teenaWte ro.n-
aways and a host of other "hot"
social topics. The s-tory is good. but
the characters are underdeveloped
• and not as likable, making the show
a little lower quality than "Chicago
Hope." The show is still worth
watching every once in a while, but
the reasons to watch "Chicago
Hope" are greater.
With "Chicago Hope," you get
heart and lots of it. .. sometimes
even on the floor. The characters on
this show are a little older, and most
of them are heads of their own de-
partments. The characters have been
allowed to reveal themselves a little
bit at a time, making their lives all
the richer. Plus some marketing
'genius for the show aired an entire
week of the sbow so that people
were bound to see it at least once.
For people that watched every epi-
sode, the show was all the more
enjoyable and the characters be-
came real.
They have mishaps and issues as
well. Camille, the head surgical
nurse, drops a heart in the middle of
a transplant operation, leaving her
feeling very guilty. Dr. Geiger is a
brooding, somewhat gruff surgeon,
who still!oves his wife despite the
fact that she drowned their baby
and he knows that she will probably
never recover from her mental ill-
ness. Dr. Geiger is revealed to be
more than just a busy surgeon in
many ways, but this viewer finally
had her doubts put to reston a recent
episode when he got involved help-
ing his wife with the holiday pag-
eant at the mental health center
where she resides. He sang a very
special song, just for her, admitting
he loves her even thoug,h she w\\\
nevet he the ~e. _
Personally, character is much
better, but some people are more
into plot, "andmaybe some just want
to be loyal to the show that they
watched first, Me, I always watch
"Chicago Hope," but I keep close
tabs on "ER" as well. Which is
better? The choice is yours, really.
A piece of advice, though- never
confuse the two. You'll only em-
barrass yourself.
lots of blood and one crisis after
another. The two shows are, how-
ever, very different.
Chicago Hope is, in my opinion,
the better show. I love Mandy
Patinkin 's character, Dr. Geiger, and
the interactions of all the other char-
acters. They blend well together.
There is, however, another group
on campus with a different opinion.
Kristina Garland and her other se-
nior friends have a Thursday
evening ritual of watching "ER"
before they head off to the bar. This
fan group also includes Elsa Drum,
India Hopper, Holly Brabson, Jes-
sica Schoonmaker, and Leza
Walker, and they watch it faithfully
in Burdick every Thursday night at
10 p.m, They even tape it for their
friend Ben Tyrrell who must miss it
to attend SGA meetings. "It is a real
life show, fast action, very intense
and definitely better than 'Chicago
Ho '" said Garland.
In my mind, the key difference
between the two is plot vs. charac-
ter development. While both shows
have in-
triguing
characters
and capti-
vating
storylines,
the differ-
ences be-
t wee n
the m
make, in
my mind,
"Chicago
Hope" my
favorite
show.
Wit h
"ER" you
get lots of
plot. The show is fast-paced and has
a younger crowd consisting mostly
w'
BY MICHEUE RONA YNE
A&:.E Editor
A head peers into the dorm living
room and queries, "Whatcha watch-
ing?" The reply hy my ~ompanion
in the living room is, "Only the best
show on television." The person
ventures in and sits down and asks,
"Is this ER1" An obvious insult to
the tiny "Chicago Hope" fan group
of two and an innocent mistake by
the guy who doesn't know which
hospital show he is watching.
Both NBC and CBS have mega-
hits with their hospital set TV shows.
Both "ER" and "Chlcago Hope"
were up for Golden Globe awards
(the misguided judges gave it to a
show of a different breed, NYPD
Blue), and people definitely have
opinions about each show.
Now, to the non-obsessive viewer
the two shows may look alike-
both has itals, lots of sick a le,
ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
ARTHUR ANDERSEN &Co SC
will be interviewing at
Connecticut College
February 21, 1995
For Positions In
Tax Consulting
Audit and Business Advisory
Specialty Consulting Services
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVYSTORE
We Now Make Dog Tags
Army and Navy Surplus Clothing> Camping
Hiking and Rockclimbing Equipment· Footlockers
and Trunks .. Belts, Bugles, Bolas, Bandanas,
Backpacks, Boomerangs, & More!
Downtown Mystic' 536·1877
Hours: Open 7 Days and Nights Till 9:00
Arthur Andersen LLP offers a 15-mont!)AcceleratedPrograrn which combines
work experiences with completion ofMSPArequirements. Many Connecticut
College graduates are enjoying rewarding careers with the Firm.
Come to our Information Session to Learn MoreAbout
Business Opportunities for Liberal Arts Graduates at
.Alice Johnson Room
at 6:30 p.m.
Located in the College Center
on
February 9, 1995
$2 29WinterSpecials now ru~ng!!• call for this weeks sandwitch.
Call for Delivery,
Eat in or Take Out
721 Bank Street New London.F~r Further Information or to Schedule an Interview Contact
Career Services at x2779•••••••
Arthur Andersen LLP is an Equal Opportunity Employer 21
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Conn Drops Two More, ·
Frustration Continues
Which brings us to Friday night
when Conn played bost to the po-
litically correct mascoted Holy
Cross Crusaders. The pilot lights
in the souls of the Camels were iii
brightly during the first ten min-
utes when Conn would go ahead to
an early two to nothing lead. Mark
Rooney
roofed the
first and
later Skip
Miller
tipped in a
Brooks
Wales slap
shot to
lead the
Camels.
Then
suddenly.
the Cam-
els lost
I h e i r
spark.
Hoi Y
C r 0 s s
quickly
countered
with two goals to make things even
at the end of the firstperiod. Conn
never regained their zip and even-
tually losI5-2.
EJuKRAVEN
Sports Editor
The frustration continues for the
men's hockey team. After a tough
(irSt half of the season, the learn
ived on campus in early January
ooking 10 improve on their 1-6-1
ord.
The first
ameofthenew
ear was a step
the right di-
tion, as the
elsdowned
uffalo Stale 2-
I. Fueled by
J.Nault'slwo
oal perfor-
ance and
oddSheslok's
lellar
euninding, the
m seernedjo
turning
.ngs around.
But the sea-
nwoes would
ontinue. The
ollowing weekend brought a road
ip to northern New England, and
onn promptly dropped IwO
ames, 6-3 to St Anselm and 4-1
to New England College.
The pilot lights in the
souls of the Camels were
lit brightly during the'
first ten minutes when
Conn would go ahead to
an early two to nothing
lead. Mark Rooney
roofed the first and later
Skip Miller tipped in a
Brooks Wales slap shot
to lead the Camels.
display on opening night as they
introduced the Stanley Cup 10 the
world's most ugly arena. First all
the lights went out, a signal that Con
Ed has finally caught up to them.
Apparently Neil Smith took all thai
money to sign Mark Messier from
the utilities fund.
As the Stanley Cup descepded
lowards the ice, hockey fans world-
wide prayed that the supports would
snap, and the Cup would fall 10 the
ice, preferably landing on Messier's
head. Next they raised the banner to
•
Bv SCOTTUSILTONANDJONATHAN
RUDNICK
The College Voice
Welcome back, sports fans, 10
another semester of Schmoozing.
In case you haven't noticed, the
NHL has overcome its petty little
disputes between the players and
owners andrelurned to theice. There
will be an abbreviated 48 game sea-
son, bUI we strongly believe thai
this is better than no hockey al all.
The Stanley Cup champion New
York Rangers put on a sickening
Saturday saw Conn hosting the
Babson College Beavers, who have
been on a rampage lately, most re-
cently blowing out Trinity, For the
second nighl in a row, Conn jumped
out to the early lead with Gerry
Rinn's rap around to make il 1-0.
But Babson came right back with
IwO quick goals 10 take the lead at
the end of the first. Sound familar?
BUI Conn would not fade even
after Babson went up 3-1. ~kip
MillerandDaveRobertseachscored
to tie things up. Then Babson again
pulled ahead, bUI Conn would not
fade, as David Getsehow scored to
tie the game at four goals apiece.
Babson eventually proved to be 100
strong and scored two goals at the
end, one on the open net, 10win 6-,
4,
This next weekend brings the
toughest road trip 10 dale for the
Camels, as they travel 10 Maine to
take on two perennial powers,
Bowdoin and Colby. Whal does
this weekend mean to the team ac-
cording to junior defenseman Ant
Segala?
"Well, we played Holy Cross and
Babson tough, so if we carry our
play over into next weekend, we'll
produce something positive,"
the ceiling, where it was placed
next to the decayed, tattered ban-
ner from 1940.
The sickest pan of the evening
was when the Rangers failed to
even mention Mike Keenan, the
man who was finally able 10 bring
them a Cup. Hopefully we won't
have'lO wimess a ceremony like
this again until 2048, another 54
years. The only good pan of the
evening was at the end of the third
period, as the Sabres skated back to
Buffalo with a 2-1 victory over the
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
IHf SlUfDISH PDOGDHM
Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden -with..The S-wedisrr
Program at Stockholm
University". I Instruction
. is in English. I Course
offerings are diverse,
for example: women
and equality, environ-
mental policy, international
relations, Scandinavian
literature, European
history, public policy,
politics, heal th c~re, the
revolution in Eastern
Europe, economics,
fUm I Live vvith
a Svv:dish family
or in a university
dormitory. I Program
excursions to Bergen,
Norway and Copenhagen,
Denmark.
February 13, 1995
If ou are unable to attend this meeting, please contact your Stud~ Abroad Ad~isor or oJ
'I'h SY d- h P - 198 College Hill Road Hamilton College, Cbnton, cw lark 13..3-3
c we IS rogram, '
. (315) 737-0123
L
Sports Shorts
Men's Basketball
January was a tough month for
the men with a srring oftough losses.
The problems started at Albertus
Magnus on the 11th with a 76--69
loss. On the 14th, Conn dropped to
Suffolk 82-75. Suffolk's Mike
Vieira scored 34 on the night, Conn
hosted Amherst on the 17th and fell
short, 82-73. Andre Wright and
Tom Sampagna each scored 23.
Middlebury travelled to Dayton on
the 21sland came away with a road
victory, 86--69.
Women's Basketball
The women continued their sea-
son after a much needed rest and
leapt out 10 several wins. On the
l lth, Wellesley carne to town and
was sent packing with a 65-54
Camel victory. The game was a
special event for senior Bern Macca,
who became the ninth player in
Conn's history to score 1,000 ca-
reer points. The women followed
up the win with a trip to Mt Holyoke,
where Conn brought home another
win, 66-47. Amherst visited on the
17th and was the fodder for Conn's
third straight 1995 victory, 5Q-44.
Rangers.
AI long last, we would finally
like to give you our picks for this
year's division winners .. In the
Northeast Division, we'll lake the
Buffalo Sabres 10beatout Montreal.
Look
for the
New
Jersey
Devils
to take
the At-
Ian tic
crown
away
fr 0 m
the
Rang-
ers. In
the
Cen-
t r a I,
Keenan
and St
Louis
will battie the Maple Leafs for the
division, but in the end, Toronto
should be able 10 pull il out.
And finally, the Vancouver
Canucks (last year's rrue champi-
ons) will easily pull away in the
WeSL We like the Devils to win
their flfst Stanley Cup by defeating
the Leafs in six games. The SUtnley
Cup will traverse the Hudson and
bury itself in the swamps of Jersey,
right next to Jimmy Hoffa.
As classes have once again begun
to ruin our lives (thankfully for the
final time), we would like to take
this opportunily to complain aboul
the classes we dido'iget into. Scotl
barely missed the cutoff for Hu-
manities437: SeminarinNeverGo-
Women's Indoor Track
On the 21 st, the team auended the
Williams Invitational Tournament
ani! finished in sixth place. Spring-
field won the Tourney with 230
points. The 4x2oo relay team of
Karen Menendez, Latoya Marsh,
Katie Crosby and Sara Rice fin-
ished third, and the 4x4OO team of
Menendez, Marsh, Crosby and
Sherri Schultz finished fourth. In-
dividually, Kate Stellitano finished
fourth in the shotput,
ing 10 Class, taught by Professor
Richard A. Grasso. The beauty part
of this class is that it never meets.
The Razor tried valiantly to gain
entry into Mathematics 209: Can!
Tricks, taught by visiting Professor
Sea n
Burke.
Logic 318:
How 10
Play Poker
while To-
t a I I y
Bombed,
taught by
Professor
Michael
Ober, was
c~ncelled
due to lack
of interesl.
And Ihe
perennial
favorite,
Zoology
334: A
Study of the Effects of Alcohol on
the Brain, taught by Professor
Brapford Dolan, filled up a week
before pre-registration even began .
We wanled to talk about the Su-
per Bowl, but obviously it'll be
over before this paper is prinled.
Therefore we will give our predic-
tion now and look like absolute
fools on Monday. We could go oul
on a Iimband lake the Chargers, but
thai would be dumb. Therefore we
are predicting thai the final score
will be"Sieve Young/Jerry Rice44,
Dan Fouts 17. As usual, the com-
mercials will be much bener than
the game. Look for Deion Sanders
10 pick twO and return one over 60
yards for a TD.
Swimming and Diving
The men came away with a 105-
89 victory over Clark on the 14th.
Mike D'Amour and Kenyatta
DeCosta qualified for the New
Englands during the events,
D'Amour qualified in the 50 yard
breaststroke, 100 breaststroke, and
I and 3 meter diving.
The women dropped toWesleyan,
71-28, and Clark, 65--40. Despite
the shortfall in both meets, the Cam-
els showed many bright points. The
200 yard medl y relay of Nicole
D' Amour, Ulrike Kjellberg, Leah
Levin andJen Carnes won in a time
of 2:04.04. Carnes also won the 200
freestyle. Kjellberg was victorious
Schmoozing Returns for the Home'Stretcb_~~'.__ i~_:I\_:~t_;;:~_~ba_e~~_~~:;-.m'i
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Sports
Men's basketball
struggles: lose to
USCGA, Lehman,
and Trinity College
BY ERIK RA YEN
Sports Editor
When you were at home during winter
break doing nothing but watching TV, eating
Doritos and wondering what happened to
lhose great high school years, January prob-
ably seemed like a pretty long month. Then
consider how long January must have felt to
the Camels, fighting to rebuild the basketball
program while being held back by injuries
and seven straight losses.
The Camels crossed Mohegan Avenue on
Tuesday to take on the Cadets. Conn played
well in the' first half, keeping the match to a
34-34 stalemate, The Cadets pulled away in
the second balf, giving Conn a 87-73 loss.
Coast Guard was led by Joe Morgan, who had
20 points on the evening.
AmonGuc'kianwas\he game·sbl.gh scorer
...m\\~'2.\'lO\nu.luonGo\ub ta\\owed.u~W\\h
27 points and 3 three pointers.
The Camels moved on to Lehman College
on Thursday but were unable to find the win
column. Despite21 pointefforts from Guckian
and Golub, Lehman held on 81~9.
Conn hit the road one more time Saturday
night, visiting Trinity. Trinity has put LO-.
gether a great season with a 12- I record, and
a #4 ranking in New England.
Trinity put on a scoring show by spreading
the ball around, led by Craig Moody's 17
points. Aaron Guckian had his own show
working, however, scoring 31 for the Cam-
els. Tom Sampogna and Justin Prien scored
12 a piece, with Prien sinking 4 treys.
The overall strength of Trinity was simply
too much, and they cruised to a 101-71 win.
The loss gave Conn a 3-10 record for the
season.
Wheaton visits Dayton Arena on Tuesday,
and then 'the Camels pack up for games at
MIT on Thursday and Manhauanville on
Saturday. With the new semester barely 00-
det'Wa"j. \here's no excuse not to show up and
root on the Camels against Wheaton. Conn joses to Coast Gurad, Lehman College, and Trinity College.
Women's basketball
comes out roaring
By ERIK RA YEN
Sports Editor
Prior to ";inter break, theConn women had
complied a 3-5 record under first year coach
Carol Anne Beach. Not a bad start, consider-
ing a new coach and some bad breaks result-
ing in losses. Since returning from the break,
however, the team has been firing on all
cylinders.
Conn took on Coast Guard on Tuesday,
and the Camels' defense was in high gear.
The Cadets were limited to 28percent ShOOI-
ing, and Bern Macca's 20 points and 7 re-
bounds provided the offense for a 61-50
Camel win. Tara Sorenson contributed eight
points in the game.
On Thursday the team hosted Eastern Con-
necticut State University and was anxious 10
make a show for the local crowd. Strong
offensive play put the Camels up at the half,
32-27, but ECSU wouldn't roll over.
Dana Curran's 20 pointsand nine rebounds
complemented Bern Macea's 30 points and
1
four three-pointers, and Conn came through
with a hard fought6(}...57 win.
Up next for the women was a trip toTrinity,
which seems to be doing its impression of
UConn's basketball program ,_with Trinity
having only one loss between the men's and
women's teams. Trinity's women'steam has
compiled a 13~ record this year, and Conn's
strong record in 1995 wasclearlyinjeopardy.
Trinity did indeed prove too strong for
Conn, winning74-51.Despitetheloss, Macea
putl9 points on the board, and Curran chipped
in with 10.
What is the cause of the team' s sudden
improvement? "We're a young team, and we
have just really come together," said Dana
Curran. ~'Ialso really enjoy Coach Beach's
coaching. She has really brought the whole
team together ... Everyone has also improved
a lot individually."
The Camels have a short rest and then
return to action on Thursday at home against
Albertus Magnus. On Saturday, Conn heads
out to play Manhananvilte. Be sure to catch
Thursday's game at Dayton Arena.
ete of tile Week
Men's basketball's Aaron Guckian garners our Athlete of the Week honors. Guckian stepped forward with several stellar performances over break, with 32 points against
Coast Guard and 31 a ainst Trinity.
.j
File Photoffhe College Voice
Conn comes out strong from wInter break.
